Dear Members and Friends,

We are delighted Michael Newman, Chief Executive of the Association of Jewish Refugees (AJR) and grandson of survivors, has joined the GSI Coordinating Council. We look forward to working together as we move into the new year.

On January 4th GSI hosted a conference call with intergenerational members of several international umbrella organizations. GSI, the World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJCSHD), Descendants of Holocaust Survivors (3Gs) and Red Latinoamericana para la Enseñanza de la Shoá (Red LAES) agreed to continue our dialog on challenges and issues of concern for the global Holocaust survivor community and educators.

We are now accepting program information for March, April, and May, so please send in the details of your upcoming Yom Hashoah commemorations. Instructions for event submissions are in the box below. Also, we are accepting links to archived programs from International Holocaust Remembrance Day. Please include the date and title of the program along with the link.

Thank you, and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.
All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

YIVO Completes Landmark Digitization and Preservation Project Reuniting Materials Nearly Destroyed by the Nazis

Message from Ms. Audrey Azoulay, Director-General of UNESCO, on the occasion of International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust, 27 January 2022

CONFERENCES

Yesterday’s Choices – Today’s Lessons
February 20, 2022  10:00 am ET
Project Witness, Brooklyn, NY

52nd Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches
Expanding Perspectives of the Holocaust
March 5 – 8, 2022
Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, the University of Texas at Dallas

24th ARFA Professional Development Conference on Holocaust Education
Without a Trace: The Obligation of Memory
March 27, 2022  9:30 am ET
American Society for Yad Vashem, New York, NY

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

The Nazi’s Granddaughter
February 3, 2022  3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections
**Limmud AZ Online**  
February 6, 2022  9:45 am – 2:00 pm MT (See schedule for Holocaust programs)

**Visual Biography Workshop: Opening the Holocaust Drawer**  
February 6, and February 13, 2022  
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

**Teaching the Holocaust Workshop**  
February 8, 2022  4:00 pm MT  
Tucson Jewish Museum & Holocaust Center, Tucson, AZ

**National History Day (NHD) 2022:**  
**Integrating Echoes & Reflections Resources**  
February 9, 2022  4:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

**Holocaust Symposium for College and University Students**  
February 13, 2022  2:00 pm ET  
Gratz College, Philadelphia, PA

**Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy:**  
**The Holocaust as a Case Study**  
February 16, 2022  4:00 pm MT  
Tucson Jewish Museum & Holocaust Center, Tucson, AZ

**The Holocaust and the Human Spirit:**  
**A Three-Part Educator Training**  
February 22, March 1, March 8, 2022  4:00 pm ET  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel and Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

**Bringing Maus to the Classroom**  
February 23, 2022  3:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

**The Little Polish Boy with Nancy Gorrell**  
March 3, 2022  4:00 – 5:30 pm ET  
Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
To register: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu

**Teaching in Troubled Times: An Interdisciplinary Inquiry into Teaching about the Holocaust and Human Rights**  
July 5 -16, 2022  
The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI), New York, NY
The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – February 5, 2022—Yiddish Theatre Folksbiene, Edmond J. Safra Hall, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY
Limited engagement: The Garden of the Finzi-Continis. On the eve of World War II an aristocratic Italian-Jewish family believe they will be immune to what is happening around them.

Now – March 11, 2022—University of Hawai’i – West O’ahu, Kapolei, HI
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – March 11, 2022—Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – March 11, 2022—Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, GA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – March 11, 2022—University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – April 29, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

Now – June 26, 2022—Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN

Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust

February 1, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Shanghai: Safe Haven During the Holocaust virtual tour.

February 1, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
The Holocaust through Muslim Eyes with Dr. Mehnaz Afridi
February 1, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Boris Lurie: Searching For Truth in Holocaust Images**

February 1, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**Weekly book club: Love With No Tomorrow** with Dr. Josh Andy

February 1, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Virtual Book & Author:** *By the Grace of the Game: The Holocaust, a Basketball Legacy, and an Unprecedented American Dream* with Dan Grunfeld

February 1, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Beth Tikvah Synagogue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
**Elisa Wiesel in Conversation with Rabbi Jarrod Grover**

February 2, 2022, 11:00 am PT—Holocaust Museum LA, Los Angeles, CA
Q and A with award-winning documentary filmmaker **Karen Perlmutter Determined: The Story of Holocaust Survivor Avraham Perlmutter**, virtual screening until February 5, 2022

February 2, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—American Society for Yad Vashem, New York, NY
**Transports to Extinction: The Deportations from Greece’s Sephardic Communities**

February 2, 2022, 2:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
“Coffee with a Survivor” livestream with **George Elbaum**. Connect to the live stream.

February 2, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Gross Center for Holocaust & Genocide Studies, Ramapo College of New Jersey, Mahwah, NJ
**Using JewishGen to Research Your Roots—Including Holocaust Related Information** with Avraham Groll

February 3, 2022, 11:00 am ET—United Nations, New York, NY
**Civil Society Briefing** *The Future of Memory: Holocaust Remembrance, History and New Media*

February 3, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY
Book talk: **The Letters Project: A Daughter’s Journey** with Eleanor Reissa

February 3, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**To Dachau and Back to Life: “Stories Survive” with Elly Gotz**

February 3, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Online: **LGBTQ & Life and Death Under the Nazi State** with Laurie Marhoefer. Fees.

February 3, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
**On Tyranny Graphic Edition** discussion with author Timothy Snyder and illustrator Nora Krug

February 4, 2022, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
Holocaust survivor presentation: **Through a Child’s Eyes** with Marge Rich. To RSVP afusco@azjhs.org.
February 6, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Jewish Culture & Holocaust Remembrance, Carlsbad, CA


February 6, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY

Irene Gut Opdyke, A Woman of Valor with Roman Haller, Jeannie Opdyke Smith and Mordecai Paldiel.

February 6, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

Rethinking the Final Solution and the Wannsee Conference 80 Years Later: Belzec Death Camp—Genesis of Genocide.

February 6, 2022, 2:00 pm CT—Nathan & Esther Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI

By the Grace of the Game, The Holocaust, a Basketball Legacy, and an Unprecedented American Dream with author and former professional basketball player Dan Grunfeld. Suggested donation.

February 7, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

Our Lives: Berlin as a refuge for Jewish Displaced Persons after 1945

February 8, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

Drawing It Out: Graphic Novels, Teenagers, and the Holocaust

February 9, 2022, 9:30 am ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC


February 9, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY

The Nazi Camp Universe, 1933-1945: Landscapes of Suffering and Paths of Persecution

February 9, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sir Martin Gilbert Learning Centre, London, UK

The Future of Holocaust Education: Former Managing Director of the Holocaust Educational Trust (UK), Joe Hayman, shares his reflections on the contemporary relevance of the Holocaust and the future of Holocaust education.

February 9, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—JewishGen, New York, NY

The Hare with Amber Eyes: A Glimpse Into Some Jewish Families of Vienna and How They Are Remembered.

February 9, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

February 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
**Memory Keepers Hour: Phyllis Shaw, Generations Forward.** Phyllis Shaw will tell her family’s Holocaust story. Her mother, Regina, was from Romania. She was deported to Auschwitz, to another working camp, to Bergen-Belsen, to a displaced persons home in Sweden, and finally to America.

February 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Online program: **Dr. Elizabeth R. Baer** author of *The Genocidal Gaze From German Southwest Africa to the Third Reich*

February 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA
**An American Chaplain in Buchenwald** with Rafael Medoff

February 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Virtual event: **A Live Conversation with Holocaust Survivor Irene Weiss**

February 10, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—United Nations, New York, NY
Virtual Film Discussion **The Last Survivors**

February 10, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**Ghosts of the Third Reich**, Post film discussion with Claudia Ehrlich Sobral, Bernd Wollschlaeger, Samson Munn and Avi Ben Hur

February 10, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Legacies: Abe Foxman**

February 11, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
**Learning Through Experience Online: Letters From Anne and Martin. A live theater performance.**

February 13, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Author **Chanan Tigay** (*The Lost Book of Moses*) interviews author **Victoria Redel** about her historical novel *The Border of Truth* based on her father’s dramatic World War II exodus story.

February 14, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Jewish Theological Seminary, New York, NY
**Love During the Holocaust** with Dr. Edna Friedberg

February 15, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
**Leo’s Journey—In My Father’s Words** with Richard Lowy

February 15, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Nazis of Copley Square: The Forgotten Story of the Christian Front** book talk

February 16, 2022, 10:00 am CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**3G Speaker Elizabeth Vrato** will describe how her grandfather sheltered approximately 600 Jews in Albania. [Connect to the live stream](#).
February 16, 2022, 5:30 pm MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ
Makeup Tips from Auschwitz with Tommy Schnurmacher, who will share a unique post-Holocaust memoir about how his mother got two infamous Nazis to save her life.

February 16, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—NEXTGENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Film and panel discussion: 18 Enduring Voices, a short film about one artist’s journey painting portraits of Holocaust survivors and some of their inspiring stories. Fees.

February 17, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Center for the Study of the Holocaust, Genocide, and Crimes Against Humanity, CUNY, New York, NY
Where Do I Belong? Holocaust Survivors Return to Vienna with Elizabeth Anthony and Alfred Lichtblau

February 17, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—March of the Living, New York, NY
Holocaust Through Cinema with Rich Brownstein, historian and author.

February 17, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-Site & Virtual Book & Author: The Last Kings of Shanghai. Fees.

February 20, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Rose Valland, The Art Spy. When the Nazis entered Paris, they stole artwork. Curator Rose Valland witnessed this spoliation and kept notes. Suggested donation.

February 20, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—CANDLES Museum, Terre Haute, IN
The Nazi’s Granddaughter. In keeping her promise to her mother, Silvia’s discoveries would bring her to a personal crisis, challenge her Catholic faith, and unearth Holocaust denial.

February 22, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Remembering Resistance: Sophie Scholl and the White Rose

February 23, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Taube Center for Jewish Life and Learning, Warsaw, Poland
Performance: Remember This: Jan Karski’s Legacy

February 23, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Next Generations, Boynton Beach, FL
Film and panel discussion: 18 Enduring Voices. Fees. Link sent prior to program.

February 24, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
Holocaust Museums and Memorials Around the World: Museums in Context – Creating a New Museum and Memorial.

February 24, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
A Discourse on Holocaust Studies: Lecture Series with Prof. Gideon Greif

February 27, 2022, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual Walking Tour: Jewish Krakow
February 27, 2022, 3:00 pm MT—ASU Hayden Library, 300 East Orange Street, Tempe, AZ Rachael Cerrotti, author of “We Share the Same Sky” Book and Podcast, will present live and live stream. Her work explores the intergenerational impact of war and inheritance of memory. For more information: SherylBronkesh.PHA@gmail.com.

February 27, 2022, 5:00 pm ET—Descendants of Holocaust Survivors, New York, NY Three Minutes in Poland: Discovering a Lost World in a 1938 Family Film — Discussion with Ellen Bachner Greenberg and author, Glenn Kurtz. A film based on this book, Three Minutes - A Lengthening, will be released in April. Trailer.

March 8, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY Returning What Was Taken: How Museums Approach Repatriation

March 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY Memory Keepers Hour Speaker Series: Maddy Israel and Esther Loewenthal

March 10, 2022, 7:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL On-site & virtual program: In Conversation with Author Lisa Barr (Woman on Fire). Fees.

March 16, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY Gendered Aspects of LGBTQIA+ Experiences During the Holocaust


March 30, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—Temple Emanuel, 1 East 65th Street, New York, NY Dr. Albert Bourla: Turning the Impossible into the Possible. Dr. Bourla is the CEO of Pfizer and the son of Greek Holocaust survivors. Fees.

April 4, 2022, 7:00 pm MT—ASU, Memorial Union, 301 East Orange St., Tempe, AZ Holocaust by Bullets keynote address by Father Patrick Desbois. For more information: SherylBronkesh.PHA@gmail.com.

April 6, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY Memory Keepers Story Hour: Noa Ganz and Sam Pittman, Generations Forward

April 12, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY The Visual Archive: Documenting the Holocaust and Genocide Through Photography

April 19, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ Yom Hashoah Commemoration and Remembrance with Maud Dahme, Holocaust survivor.

April 20, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—Stern Auditorium, Carnegie Hall, New York, NY Rescheduled concert: Hymns from Auschwitz, A Tribute to Viktor Ullman and Michel Assael. Fees.
April 28, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Graduate Center, CUNY, New York, NY

Fleeing a Home, Seeking a Home: Jewish Refugees in Modern Times

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Wiener Library January 2022
Yad Vashem January 4, 2022
Yad Vashem January 11, 2022
Yad Vashem January 18, 2022
Yad Vashem January 21, 2022
Yad Vashem January 23, 2022
Yad Vashem January 25, 2022

FYI... In the first partnership of its kind, the Holocaust Museum LA, Israel’s Yad Vashem Holocaust Remembrance Center, and the Ghetto Fighters House (Lohamei HaGeta’ot) will deliver new courses about the Holocaust for students and educators through the Israeli-American Council (IAC)’s OFEK Learning Hub. The initiative features courses for students from fourth grade through high school, adults, and training for teachers.

FYI... The Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education Center has three episodes of its Resistance, Resilience and Hope: Holocaust Survivor Stories available online.

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them:
December 9, 2021: Seventy-Five Years After Nuremberg: A Call for Physicians to Uphold Bioethical Values in Society
January 2, 2022: Ritchie Boys: The secret U.S. unit bolstered by German-born Jews who helped the Allies beat Hitler - 60 Minutes
January 4, 2022: Drawn to Action: The Art of Dr. Seuss & Arthur Szyk
January 5, 2022: Curator's Corner: A "Ghost Army" Flag of Liberation
January 5, 2022: Who Should We Think About Freedom?
January 6, 2022: A Haven from the Holocaust: Washington Heights and the Jews of Europe Presented by Dr. Linda Burghardt
January 6, 2022: Sued a Nazi and Won” A Reflection on and Celebration of the Historic Charlottesville Victory
January 12, 2022: How the Nazis Manipulated the Masses
January 12, 2022: America at a Crossroads
January 12, 2022: The Other Side: Law, Education, Ideology & Normalizing the Criminal
January 13, 2022: The Holocaust - A Maritime History
January 16, 2022: Rethinking the 'Final Solution' and the Wannsee Conference 80 Years Later
January 18, 2022: Exploring USC Shoah Foundation's Visual History Archive
January 19, 2022: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Steven Fenves
January 19, 2022: “Shades of Heroism” Women’s Experiences of the Holocaust in the Ringelblum Archive
January 20, 2022: Remembering the Holocaust in Poland
January 23, 2022: Austrian Cinema during the Nazi Regime: Between Alliance and Resistance
January 26, 2022: 2022 International Holocaust Remembrance Day Commemoration
January 26, 2022: An author’s bid to teach children, teens about the Holocaust
January 27, 2022: The Difference between Life and Death: Choices That Saved a Young Boy
January 27, 2022: United Nations Holocaust Memorial Ceremony
January 27, 2022: From the Vilna Ghetto to Nuremberg: Memoir and Testimony
January 29, 2022: NYFT Radio speaks with Rachel Blaustein
January 30, 2022: First Person: The Holocaust, genocide, and war
January 30, 2022: CHAIM meeting with Arye Ephrath code y6+Vy6n+
January 30, 2022: Michele Gold, author and past chair of Holocaust Museum LA

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, https://brave.com, or others.

Across Borders: International

On International Holocaust Remembrance Day, We Continue the Work of Living

‘Nothing Compares to This’: Survivors Denounce Online ‘Trivialization’ of Holocaust Found in Study

Not just any holocaust
A global day to remember the Holocaust grows in scope — and urgency

Lessons from the Holocaust - UCA News

Centenarian survivor to address EU parliament as world remembers Holocaust

NATO Deputy Secretary General pays tribute to Holocaust victims

‘Anti-Semitism is toxic to democracies’: B’nai B’rith Holocaust event draws world leaders to hear crucial message

It's time for the UN to battle Holocaust denial - opinion

United Nations Set to Vote on Israeli Resolution Against Online Holocaust Denial

UN Defines Holocaust Denial In New Resolution

UN approves Israeli resolution combating Holocaust denial

UN General Assembly approves resolution condemning Holocaust denial

Israeli-led resolution combating Holocaust denial receives overwhelming support at UN

UN General Assembly passes a 2nd resolution condemning Holocaust denial

Mike Fegelman: The UN's Rare Moral Stance Against Holocaust Denial

First Person, Holocaust Survivor, 'Hate Is Vicious' - Pinchas Gutter – UN News

Holocaust recognition and denial: still a major issue - Opinion

The Holocaust Remembrance Day rule that proves everyone loves dead Jews

Opinion: People love to talk about dead Jews. Here’s why it can hurt living ones.

EU leaders worried by rise in antisemitism, Holocaust denial

Watch UNESCO And Jewish News Join Forces For Holocaust Memorial Exhibition

TikTok joins forces with UNESCO and the WJC to combat denial and distortion of the Holocaust online

TikTok adds new features to direct users to reliable information on the Holocaust

Auschwitz survivor and great-grandson teach TikTok about realities of Holocaust

98-year-old Holocaust survivor reaches younger generations on TikTok: I will tell my story

Holocaust Survivor Uses TikTok To Educate - No Camels

Holocaust Survivor Lily Ebert, Great-Grandson Dov Forman Educate

Knesset speaker lands in Berlin for International Holocaust Remembrance Day ceremony

Our mission to remember the Holocaust - opinion

Why We Must Remember the Holocaust Correctly

Taking stock of Holocaust awareness for International Holocaust Remembrance Day

77 Years after Auschwitz, Jews honor those who rescued them

The Wannsee Conference: A Symbolic Beginning to The Final Solution

‘Wannsee’ Review: Planning the ‘Final Solution’
Antisemitism, Holocaust denial: First they gassed us, now they gaslight us - opinion

For Germany, Holocaust remembrance is about forgetting

The Physical Scars Of The Holocaust: How Abandoned Sites Across Europe Remain As A Reminder Of How Jews Were Systematically Murdered During WWII

Jewish museums team up to create new tool for researching Holocaust victims

Yad Vashem puts records of Holocaust victims online

Brief / Yad Vashem partners with genealogy database to boost access to Holocaust records

‘A lost Jewish history reclaimed’: New digital archive reveals pre-Holocaust world

Yizker bikher books commemorate Holocaust deaths – but also celebrate Jewish communities' life

‘Part of the Family’: Social Media Campaign Highlights ‘Righteous Rescuers’ Who Saved Jews During the Holocaust

The Death Marches: The Final Spasm Of The Nazi Genocide

My Personal Struggle: Reconciling The Holocaust With A Loving God

2021 was the most antisemitic year in the last decade

Report: Since 2020, more than 60 million online engagements link pandemic-related issues with Holocaust terminology

Retrieved after decades: the painting supposedly ‘bought’ by the Nazis

The Nazis looted more than 500 of their paintings; a Jewish collector’s heirs still seek justice and restitution

All the Horrors of War: A Jewish Girl, A British Doctor, and the Liberation of Bergen-Belsen

In Germany and Austria, a movement of grandmothers is taking on the far right

Blurring of Holocaust in Belarus mirrors Soviet treatment - opinion

Antisemitism defined: Why Holocaust denial and distortion is antisemitic

The World Remembers Holocaust As Antisemitism Rises In Pandemic

2 solo exhibits look back on Jewish communities lost to Holocaust

Auction Set for Nobel Prize Given to Late Jewish Physicist Who Was Saved From Nazis by Kindertransport

StandWithUs announces new Holocaust education presentations available for schools and community organizations

Planned Escape Routes, Neo-Nazis, And Violence: Antisemitism Is Rising In Australia

Investigation: Some 1,500 statues and streets honor Nazis around the world — including in Germany and the U.S.

'Evia Braun' interviews Polish PM on country's role in Holocaust

How ‘Never Again!’ became ‘never mind’

‘Never Again’? Really?

Holocaust survivor groups say Allianz owes billions of dollars to families of murdered Jews.
Australia
‘Those 15 pages became the basis of the Holocaust’
Jewish Leaders Welcome UN Resolution On Holocaust Denial
Shoah Study: The Message Is Clear
The Vitals Lessons Holocaust Survivors And Researchers Want Australians To Learn
Today's Australians And The Holocaust
The Custodians of Survivors’ Stories
Signed Photo of Adolf Hitler Among Nazi Memorabilia Up for Sale in Australia Auction
Signed photo of Hitler presented at Australian auction
Nazi hate on sale in Queensland
Australian Jewish Group Calls for National Ban on Nazi Memorabilia After Latest Discovery at Antiques Market
Antique store slammed after Holocaust survivor’s grandson spots Nazi memorabilia for sale
Holocaust and Sudan exhibitions shed new light on war photography
Survey of Holocaust awareness in Australia brings alarming results
Many Australians uninformed on Holocaust
Lack Of Holocaust Knowledge in Australia 'An Indictment' Of Education System

Austria
Austrian Holocaust survivor “Mrs. Gertrude” dies at 94
Austrian Holocaust survivor who spoke out against nation’s far right dies aged 94
Austrian Jewish Students Press for Legal Action Against Far-Right Leader Over Comments Comparing Holocaust With Pandemic Measures
‘Auschwitz did not fall from the sky’
Vienna seeks to confront its past with exhibition of art created under Nazi regime
Austria's former Chancellor Sebastian Kurz joins anti-racism NGO | DW | 09.01.2022

Bahrain
Levy Meets With Olaf Sholz: Herzog To Address Holocaust Event In Bahrain
Brief / Jewish, Muslim, Christian leaders hold webinar to mark Holocaust Remembrance Day

Canada
Statement By The Prime Minister Of Canada: International Holocaust Remembrance Day
Richard King remembered as an icon of Montreal's English-language literary scene
B’nai Brith Calling for British Columbia to Dump Names of Nazi Collaborators
Concern Over Ontario, Canada Candidate Who Defended Naming Street After Nazi Naval Officer

Anger over Holocaust symbols used in protests

Premier’s statement on International Holocaust Remembrance Day

Irwin Cotler: A day of ‘remembrance to act’ on behalf of humanity

Winkler's Jeremiah Lexier Reflects On International Holocaust Remembrance Day

Opinion: Holocaust denial in COVID-19 era is fuelling antisemitism | News

Mostyn: It's time for the mystery of Raoul Wallenberg to be solved

Russia Must Reveal The Truth About The Fate Of Human Rights Hero Raoul Wallenberg

Statement by the Prime Minister on Raoul Wallenberg Day

Braun: Holocaust should be taught in Canadian schools

Ontario Catholic School Teacher's License Revoked For Promoting Holocaust Denial, Blaming 9/11 On Israel In Classroom

Toronto Charity Pushing For Mandatory Holocaust Education In Ontario Schools

A Third Of Students Think Holocaust Exaggerated Or Fabricated: Study CTV

Canadian, American Students Think Holocaust Fabricated

Holocaust Education Needed To Address Denial And Antisemitism, Says Saskatchewan Rabbi

Why this Holocaust survivor began sharing her story after decades of silence

First Person | My grandmother survived the Holocaust. Now it's up to me to keep her story alive | CBC News

Samuel De Champlain Bridge: Special Illumination to Commemorate International Holocaust Remembrance Day

Montreal Tower will be illuminated Thursday to commemorate Holocaust

How the legacy of Holocaust survivors lives on through poetry in Toronto

Czech Republic

A musician’s project sheds new light on artistic life in the Terezín concentration camp

Denmark

A Holocaust Hero in the Congo

Dubai

A Time to Remember

Finland

Finland Should Change The Name Of Their Remembrance Day
France

How three-quarters of French Jews survived the Holocaust, despite the Vichy regime
UNESCO Exhibition Of Holocaust Survivor Photos Goes On Display At Paris HQ
France Approves Return of Nazi-looted Artworks, Including Paintings by Gustav Klimt and Marc Chagall
France set to return a Klimt and other Nazi-pillaged artworks to Jewish families

Germany

Foreign Minister Baerbock on the 80th anniversary of the so-called Wannsee Conference
German survivor to address Bundestag on Holocaust Remembrance day
German Bundestag commemorates Holocaust Memorial Day | DW | 27.01.2022
German FM: Diplomats shared blame for Holocaust
Israel’s politician’s emotional Holocaust Day prayer
This New York-based survivor will address Germany’s parliament on International Holocaust Remembrance Day
Holocaust Remembrance Day: There Must Never Be Another Auschwitz
Auschwitz's harrowing history | DW | 26.01.2022
What Holocaust remembrance work means today | DW | 20.01.2022
The Wannsee Conference Memorial | DW | 19.01.2022
80th anniversary of the Wannsee Conference | DW | 20.01.2022
Wannsee Conference: Screenplay for the Holocaust | DW | 19.01.2022
What Really Transpired at the Wannsee Conference?
'Never Again': Memorials of the Holocaust | DW | 27.01.2022
Holocaust Survivor: ‘Babies are the best revenge against the Nazis’
Celebrating 1700 Years Of Jewish Life In Germany
How an Egyptian doctor saved a Jewish teen in Nazi Berlin
Brief / Torah hid from Nazis returns to synagogue in Germany that survived Kristallnacht
Rubble and Repression: An Intimate Look at Germany in the Decade After Hitler
Germany’s Culture of Acquittal
Germans Received Compensation for Property Taken From Jews, Documents Reveal
Holocaust survivor Charlotte Knobloch leads Germany’s Jews into an uncertain future
Anita Lasker-Wallfisch remembers the horrors of Auschwitz | DW | 27.01.2022
Germany: Holocaust survivor Trude Simonsohn dies at 100 | DW | 06.01.2022
Pity is not an Antidote for Contempt, and Respect is Better than Friendship
Germany pulls honor for Israeli historian over Bosnia report | Federal News Network

In ‘Children of Auschwitz,’ a German writer confronts history and himself

German soccer club fans unveil plaque dedicated to Jews deported from local area

German Online Streaming Star Faces Backlash for Selling Nazi Armband NFT

German Police to Act Against Use of Nazi-Era ‘Jewish Stars’ at Berlin COVID Protests

Hungary

Brief / Budapest: 77 years of ghetto liberation marked with 77 live survivor testimonies

77 Hungarian Holocaust survivors honored on anniversary of liberation

Indonesia

Yad Vashem to open first ever Holocaust exhibition in Indonesia

First permanent Holocaust exhibit comes to Muslim-majority Indonesia

Israel

Dani Dayan: Yad Vashem is fulfilling Holocaust victims’ last will and testament

Holocaust Remembrance Day: Jews, Israelis must protect human life

On Eve Of Holocaust Remembrance Day, Israel Home To 165,800 Survivors

Israel Home to 165,800 Holocaust Survivors, 90% Over Age 80

News / More than 15,000 Holocaust survivors passed away last year

15,000 Holocaust Survivors Passed Away Last Year

One-third of Israeli Holocaust survivors live in poverty, advocates say

Israel extends Holocaust pension to over 8,000 unrecognized survivors

Israel Spends $9M More on Yad Vashem to Preserve Testimony From ‘Disappearing Generation’ of Survivors

Israeli Cabinet approves $9.2 million increase to Yad Vashem budget

After Yad Vashem Donation Decline, Government To Transfer NIS 29 Million

Brief / Yad Vashem chair urges Christian world to keep Holocaust Remembrance Day

Holocaust Remembrance Day Highlights Jewish Helplessness, Ignores Israel

News / Yad Vashem launches academy to train future leaders in Holocaust awareness

Dr. Miriam Adelson: Yad Vashem is making sure history does not repeat itself

Expanding the Circles of Knowledge about the Holocaust

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Knesset Preserves Model Made By Survivor

Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla awarded Genesis Prize for work developing coronavirus vaccine
Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla, son of Holocaust survivors, is working to preserve Jewish history
The Holocaust Survivor That Fought the Nazis and Won
Tova Berlinski, artist who painted the pain of Auschwitz, dies at 106
When I was 7, Aliza was my savior. I just learned who she really was.
WZO Launches Instagram Accounts For Holocaust Survivors To tell Their Story
A New Israeli Film Tackles The Taboo: Did Six Million Jews Die In The Holocaust?
Hidden Heroes: How Young Jewish Women Fought the Nazis
Flee the trains: Warsaw Ghetto fighter’s early warning to Western European Jews
The sad truth about Jewish informants during the Holocaust - opinion
The Holocaust Revenge Story You’ve Never Heard
New Yad Vashem Online Exhibit Spotlights Jews Who Used Forged Documents, False Identities to Survive Holocaust
Exhibit on false identities shows terror of Jews who hid from Nazis in plain sight
The many names, and lives, of a child hidden in the Holocaust
Bennett: Israel is ours because it’s the Jewish homeland, not because of Holocaust
Yad Vashem's Bar/Bat Mitzvah program keeps Holocaust memory alive
Holocaust Survivors Lament Use Of Covid To Appropriate Their Suffering
Meet the 15-year-old Druze boy who helps Holocaust survivors use tech
Tel Aviv antique market sells Nazi memorabilia from the Holocaust
Why do neo-Nazis love ‘Haaretz’?

Italy
This 90-year-old Holocaust survivor is a ‘senator for life’ in her native Italy. She also receives constant anti-Semitic threats.
Italian Catholic, Jewish Leaders Condemn Use of Nazi Flag at Church Funeral
Casket draped in Nazi swastika flag at Catholic church funeral sparks outrage in Rome

Lithuania
Battle for 500-year-old Vilna Jewish cemetery turns a corner
The Paper Brigade's death-defying mission
‘Cultural Survivors of the Holocaust’: Jewish Institute Digitizes Precious Books, Manuscripts Rescued From Nazi and Soviet Clutches
Jewish philosopher Emmanuel Levinas is honored in a Lithuania still grappling with the Nazi era

Malta
[Watch] 100-year-old Holocaust survivor to MEPs: ‘Hatred must not be the last word in history’
**Mexico**
Teacher at Mexico City University Fired for ‘Joke’ in Zoom Class Mocking Holocaust Victims

**Netherlands**
Frozen in time: clock that tells tale of Jewish resistance in wartime Amsterdam
Dutch Museum to Display Artifacts From Holocaust Hideout Where Jewish Life Flourished
Brief / Artifact from World War II Jewish hideout goes on display in Amsterdam
Experts question the latest Anne Frank betrayal theory - DutchNews.nl
My cousin may have betrayed Anne Frank. What would I have done in his place?
Families discover fate of long lost Dutch Jewish children who perished at Nazis' Sobibor
Dutch celebrity lawyer and Holocaust survivor Max Moszkowicz dies at 95

**New Zealand**
Geraldine cafe under fire for comparing COVID-19 vaccine mandate to Holocaust

**Norway**
Norwegian killer Breivik begins parole hearing with Nazi salute
Anders Behring Breivik, Neo-Nazi Who Killed 77, Dons White Supremacist Messages in Court

**Poland**
‘My grandmother hid Jewish children’: Poland’s underground refugee network
Foundation Honoring Holocaust Hero Jan Karski Among Groups Blacklisted by Controversial Polish Education Official
A Film Captures Jewish Life in a Polish Town Before the Nazis Arrive
Holocaust-era 'Shema Yisrael' pendants uncovered in Sobibor
A Survivor's Tour Of Auschwitz
Cartographer views Auschwitz from the air
Poland is distorting how we remember the Holocaust
‘The biggest task is to combat indifference’: Auschwitz Museum turns visitors’ eyes to current events
Poland’s envoy for Jews says its Holocaust law is ‘stupid’
Polish Official Fired After Calling Holocaust Law 'Stupid'
Brief / Polish diplomat fired after calling country’s Holocaust speech law ‘stupid’
Warsaw sacks envoy who lambasted law against blaming Poles for Holocaust
Poland appointed an envoy to repair relations with Jews. Less than 6 months later he was fired.
Part XIII: What Awaited the Jews in the Polish Ghettos
Part XIV "Operation Barbarossa:" The German Invasion of Russia

Part XV: Response to the German Invasion of Russia

Nazi Salute At Auschwitz Holocaust Site Gets Dutch Tourist Detained

Dutch Tourist Detained and Fined for Making Nazi Salute at Auschwitz Site

Gen Z and the Holocaust: How do young people address it? | DW | 27.01.2022

Once hell on earth, today young people line up to volunteer at Auschwitz

Romania

On This Day: Bucharest Jews tortured, raped, killed in Holocaust pogrom

Romania's 'Homegrown' Holocaust: 80 Years Since Forgotten Bogdanovka Massacre

Israeli Ambassador slams Romanian party calling the Holocaust 'minor'

Right-wing Romanian political party calls Holocaust education ‘minor topic,’ drawing sharp rebuke

Brief / Holocaust a ‘minor matter,’ right-wing Romanian party claims

Liviu Beris, Romanian Holocaust survivor who became a genetics pioneer and debated a famous antisemite on TV, dies at 93

UK

The British diplomat who saved hundreds of Jews from the Holocaust

Saving The Children From The Holocaust - 60 Minutes Rewind

Exclusive: ‘British Schindler’ as you have never seen him before

Where did all the children go?

Survivors and leaders mark Holocaust Memorial Day

'Holocaust Remembrance Day: 'It Is Imperative never To Forget'

Holocaust Memorial Day: York Minster lights up for annual remembrance event

Holocaust Memorial Day: Tree plantings mark anniversary

Free Thinking - Yishai Sarid, Marking Holocaust Memorial Day 2022 - BBC Sounds

UK to make all its Holocaust records available for research and study

Martin Lewis, Anthony Horowitz, Claudia Roden and Holocaust survivors named on New Years Honours list

Prince Charles ‘Moved And Forever Changed' By Shoah Survivors' Testimony

Prince Charles Has Commissioned Seven Portraits Of Holocaust Survivors To Serve As A 'Guiding Light' For Future Generations

Revealed: Seven Paintings Commissioned By Prince Charles Of Holocaust Survivors

Prince Charles commissions portraits of Holocaust survivors as tribute
Prince Charles commissions Holocaust survivor portraits for Buckingham Palace

Holocaust Memorial Day: Portraits of last remaining UK survivors unveiled

Prince Charles Announces a Major Project to Memorialize Holocaust Survivors

Prince of Wales: Holocaust survivor portraits in Buckingham Palace will be a 'guiding light' for society

Holocaust survivors who escaped Nazi regime whom Prince Charles met

Camilla pays tribute to victims of the Holocaust at memorial event

Duchess Of Cornwall Recalls Reading Anne Frank's Diary 'When I Was The Same Age As Her'

Prince Harry did not take Holocaust seriously at school, survivor says

Survivor: ‘Prince William took my Holocaust testimony seriously — unlike Prince Harry’

Boris Johnson and Keir Starmer sign Holocaust book of commitment

Sir Trevor McDonald, Stephen Fry and Freedom Choir join national Holocaust event

New Year Honour for Highgate Holocaust survivor

Holocaust distortion now poses the greatest threat to its remembrance

In London, the world’s oldest Holocaust archive is still collecting material

Opening Up UK's Shoah Archive May Shed Fresh Light On Decision Not To Bomb Auschwitz, Says Historian

Saved: A Trove Of Jewish Music That Defied Nazis

Holocaust survivors recount Nazi death camp horror hoping it won't be forgotten

Deborah Lipstadt: Camouflage Is What Nazis And Today's Far Right Have In Common

UK government remembers Holocaust survivor Freda Wineman following her death at 98

Auschwitz survivor who survived four Nazi camps dies aged 98

Freda Was Elegance, Wit, Determination And Strength Personified

Auschwitz survivor and resistance fighter Freddie Knoller dies aged 100

A glimpse of Jewish life before World War Two

'I was rescued on the way to a concentration camp'

Holocaust survivor makes ‘hate cannot triumph’ plea to the world

City marks Holocaust Remembrance Day as ‘proud’ son tells story of survivor parents

Daughter Of Holocaust Survivors Forms Unlikely Friendship With Grandson Of Nazi War Criminal

I colourise Auschwitz registration photos to educate people about the Holocaust

In The Footsteps Of The Women Who Escaped A Nazi Death March

‘Wisdom and incredible strength’: the exhibition showing the lives built by Holocaust survivors

Survivors and descendants mark Holocaust Memorial Day

Holocaust Memorial Day: Why It Matters More Than Ever Before - Professor Joe Goldblatt
Holocaust Remembrance Day: The Jewish commando who rescued his parents

Family's Holocaust Story Unfolds In Dublin Exhibition

Experience: I survived a Nazi massacre

Last survivor of massacre reveals the horror of Babyn Yar

Holocaust Survivor: 'Those Chosen To Live Got A Number n Their Arm'

‘You can never totally overcome it’: harmonica legend Lee Oskar on his family’s Holocaust trauma

Revealed: Glasgow's Links Safe Haven For Jewish Refugees Explored New Trail

Holocaust Memorial Day: Work Underway To Promote Scot Jane Haining, Who Gave Her Life To Protect Jewish School Girls

The story of how a group of child Holocaust survivors found sanctuary in Co Down

My Mother Fled The Holocaust Aged 12, Clutching A Tin That We still Have Today

Mum's Inspirational Holocaust Survivor Friend Has No Anger

In pictures: Poignant images of couple who survived Holocaust

Guernsey's Holocaust Memorial Day moved to April or May

Holocaust Memorial Day: Guernsey and Jersey records to be published

Holocaust experience of one Jewish family told through moving new exhibition

Nobel Prize Awarded Jewish Physicist Who Fled Austria As A Teenager After Nazi Invasion, Then Studied At Harvard, Is Put Up For Sale

How a Last Letter From a Holocaust Victim Inspired an Album of Jewish Choral Music

The sisters who survived Auschwitz

The Jews who survived the Shoah with a fake identity

As a Holocaust survivor I am asking you to share my story today and when I am gone

What I learned from my grandfather, a Holocaust survivor

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, I’m thinking of the grandfather I never knew

How A Bar Mitzvah Led To Our Shoah Discovery

Mala’s Cat: Review - Extraordinary Account Of Courage Loss, And An Unshakable Will To Live

Snow in Jerusalem, a survivor and a psalm

Shoah story inspires food for homeless

Holocaust Survivor Reacts To TikToker Who Was Pretending To Be In A Concentration Camp

British Online Troll Who Called for Another Holocaust, Glorified Hamas Pleads Guilty to Harassing Jewish Public Figures

Brief / ‘Malevolent racist’ in UK who calls for second Holocaust convicted of harrassment

On Holocaust Memorial Day, we have a duty to stand up for the Uyghurs
Why Unilever Should Shed the Ben & Jerry’s Brand
Warwick pulls event with ‘Holocaust just another f***ery in human history’ activist
Viewers hail Call the Midwife’s ‘moving’ Holocaust-themed episode
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas ‘may fuel dangerous Holocaust fallacies’

Ukraine
100 European politicians gather at Babyn Yar, urge legislation on Holocaust studies
Ukrainian Jews prepare to mark Holocaust Remembrance Day as Russia war jitters loom
Ukraine’s Jews prepare to commemorate the Holocaust as Russia’s war drums thunder

Uruguay
Jewish businessman offers to buy and blow up 800-pound eagle and swastika crest from Nazi ship

USA
Holocaust survivors in the US still struggling to survive
Holocaust Survivors Are living Longer: How To Help
Agencies strive to help Columbus Holocaust survivors age 'independently, with dignity'
U.N. Approves Israeli Measure to Condemn Holocaust Denial
Editorial: The UN combats Holocaust denial
Pledge To 'Never Forget' The Holocaust, Guterres Tells Synagogue Ceremony
UN Holocaust program: Not just about memory, but measures against hatred
80 Years Ago The Nazis Planned The 'Final Solution.' It Took 90 Minutes.
80 years later, the world remembers to forget Holocaust origins
Who betrayed Anne Frank and her family?
The betrayal of Anne Frank and her family
60 Minutes Speaks With Former FBI Agent Leading Investigation Into Betrayal Theory
A Strong New Lead in ‘The Betrayal of Anne Frank’
Anne Frank betrayal suspect identified after 77 years
Anne Frank may have been betrayed by Jewish notary
Did a Jewish Notary Betray Anne Frank to the Nazis?
Anne Frank's betrayal: Investigating other suspects
Cold Case Team Believes It has Solved The Mystery Of Who May Have Betrayed Anne Frank
A Jew betrayed Anne Frank’s family, cold-case investigators conclude
New Book Claims Jewish Notary May Have Betrayed Anne Frank’s Family to the Nazis
Anne Frank author: I am 90 per cent certain we have got the right guy
Experts express doubt that Anne Frank was betrayed by a Jewish notary
Historians Bash 'Rubbish' Findings Of Investigation Into Anne Frank Betrayal
Head of fund created by Anne Frank's father criticises cold-case probe -paper
Head of Fund Founded by Anne Frank’s Father Says New Book on Family’s Betrayal ‘Full of Mistakes’
Why finding the missing pieces of Anne Frank's family story is still important today
During World War II, this special unit of German-born Jews became the 'precursors to CIA agents
Ritchie Boy Guy Stern's WWII mementos, a collection that helped win the war
Biden and Harris meet with Holocaust survivors to mark International Holocaust Remembrance Day
The End of 1942: A Turning Point in World War II
Is the US Holocaust Memorial Museum helping promote a Communist lie?
The secret Nazi archive that documented the Holocaust
A quest to reclaim a Pissarro masterpiece hinges on the Erie doctrine
Pissarro painting stolen by Nazis at center of Supreme Court arguments
Pissarro painting confiscated by Nazis at center of Supreme Court arguments
High court hears case involving painting stolen by Nazis
Listen: The Supreme Court hears cases on religious expression and a Picasso stolen by the Nazis
A Tricky First Case for the Man Who Wrote the Rules on Nazi Looted Art
New Research Tracks Ancient Artifacts Looted by the Nazis
Boston Museum Returns Painting Looted During World War II to Heirs of Former Jewish Owner
Boston museum returning 17th century Dutch painting to Jewish collector's heirs
MFA returns painting stolen from Jewish collector during WWII
The billionaire who cared about Israel and the Jews
Texas realtor speaks on role in Jan. 6 attack
‘Camp Auschwitz’ man at Jan. 6 insurrection pleads guilty to misdemeanor
Biden yanks Jewish Trump pick from Holocaust site monitoring commission
Rep. Houlahan: My Father Survived the Holocaust By A Miracle. It Shouldn't Take A Miracle To Be Jewish And Alive
Florida governor candidate Nikki Fried says Ron DeSantis reminds her of ‘the rise of Hitler’
Ohio GOP congressman posts Nazi health card in attack on DC vaccine mandate
GOP Rep. Davidson compares vaccine mandates to the Holocaust
Republican Congressman Apologizes for Comparison of COVID-19 Protocols With Nazi-Era ‘Health Pass’
Ohio Republican congressman apologizes for likening vaccine mandates to Nazi-era measures
Brief / Congressman apologizes for Nazi reference comparing new COVID guidelines in DC
A congressman compared COVID vaccine cards to Nazi-era passes. The Auschwitz memorial says he's exploiting the Holocaust.
NYC Council member apologizes for comparing vaccine mandates to Nazism
RFK Jr. invokes Anne Frank at DC anti-vax rally
RFK Jr. remarks on Anne Frank, vaccines draw condemnation
Robert Kennedy Jr: COVID-19 vaccine mandates worse than Holocaust
Robert F Kennedy Jr ‘exploited tragedy’ of Nazism in anti-vax speech, says Auschwitz memorial
Auschwitz Memorial says RFK Jr. speech at anti-vaccine rally exploits Holocaust tragedy
A complete list of every time RFK Jr. has compared vaccine mandates to the Holocaust
‘Curb Your Enthusiasm’ Star Cheryl Hines Slams Husband RFK Jr’s ‘Reprehensible’ Invocation of Holocaust at COVID-19 Anti-Vax Rally
Cheryl Hines Condemns Husband’s Remark About The Holocaust
Robert Kennedy Jr. Apologizes For Holocaust Remarks At Anti-Vaxxer Rally
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. apologizes for saying the unvaccinated have less freedom than Anne Frank did
Tucker Carlson relates COVID-19 vaccine mandates to Nazi experiments on human subjects in concentration camps
Fox News Has Ghosted Lara Logan After She Called Fauci a Nazi
Lara Logan Dropped by UTA After Comparing Anthony Fauci to Nazi Doctor Josef Mengele
Holocaust survivors call for an end to COVID-Holocaust comparisons
Watch NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt Excerpt: Holocaust Remembrance Day recognized amid era of misinformation - NBC.com
Everything is the Holocaust
Opinion: Politicizing the Holocaust dehumanizes us all
Comparisons to Holocaust part of troubling trend
This World War II refugee says stop comparing the U.S. to Nazi Germany
Desantis Urges Floridians to Combat Antisemitism
Holocaust Survivor Ordered to Pay Legal Fees of Demonstrators Who Harassed Ann Arbor Congregation
Opinion / ‘It began with words’
Has Godwin’s Law, the Rule of Nazi Comparisons, Been Disproven?
The State of Holocaust Education in America
‘Teach Holocaust history’: A message for future generations
White House Holocaust council appointees include many with deep ties to advocacy for survivors
Biden to appoint 12 to US Holocaust Memorial Council
Confronting antisemitism in Alaska on Holocaust Remembrance Day | Alaska Insight - Alaska Public Media
Tuskegee Airmen and the Bombing of Auschwitz
Hate Ends Now: The Holocaust Cattle Car Experience
How do we know there were 6 million Jews murdered by the Nazis?
The Holocaust's Quiet Heroes, Survivors Honored In New Book For Children, Teens
Colleyville synagogue cofounder, the daughter of Holocaust survivors, sees reasons for optimism following hostage crisis
Texas shul founder, daughter of Holocaust survivors, still optimistic despite attack
Neo-Nazi leader sentenced to 7 years for threatening Jews, journalists
Neo-Nazi Sentenced to Prison for Campaign to Intimidate Journalists and Activists Against Antisemitism
Brief / Neo-Nazi leader gets seven years in prison for threats to journalists, ADL
Neo-Nazi leader sentenced to 7 years in prison for distributing antisemitic flyers
Soros group pushes back on Tucker Carlson documentary
Teach Children About The Holocaust And Tell Them The Whole Story
State Senator Sorry for Saying Teachers Should Be Neutral on Nazis
Indiana lawmaker apologizes for saying teachers should be ‘impartial’ on Nazis
Cruel pedagogy — not a goal for public schools
‘Because the Jews Ruined Christmas’ - Librarian Fired for Abhorrent Behavior
Florida Holocaust Museum responds to Holocaust simulation
The unexpected legacy I encountered at Auschwitz
Ginger Lane, a Chicago Holocaust survivor urges, ‘Never be a bystander’
The Last Generation
Family torn apart at Auschwitz reunited through DNA test
Polish Jewish sisters orphaned and separated 80 years ago are reunited by DNA test
A family helped a Holocaust survivor escape death. Then they became his real family
A Jewish Couple Saved a Church. Their Generosity Ended Up Saving Jewish Lives
Rare Holocaust Era Photos Discovered In Miami Home
A discovery of Holocaust-era photos helps a Jewish family connect with its past

'Cultural Survivors Of The Holocaust': Jewish Institute Digitizes Precious Books, Manuscripts Rescued From Nazi And Soviet Clutches

Fuchs Recalled For Commitment To Education, Israel

Peter Bogdanovich, acclaimed Hollywood filmmaker and son of an Austrian Jew, dies at 82

Remarkable Rochesterians: Jack Feldman Endured Holocaust, Owned Market

Israel Dresner, Rabbi Who Marched With Martin Luther King, Dies At 92

Holocaust documentary features four stories of European child survivors now living in Florida

Holocaust survivor, 98, becomes a great-grandmother for the 35th time

A Holocaust survivor spent her 110th birthday knitting — the craft that was key to her survival

On This Holocaust Remembrance Day, Meet a Fierce 100-Year-Old Woman Who Survived the Unimaginable

Live to tell: A few who survived the Holocaust remember so that others do not forget

On International Holocaust Remembrance Day, revisit NPR's stories from survivors

A Ten-Year Old's Witness to the Liberation of Auschwitz

My family’s Holocaust story and the detail I can’t remember

Her family saved him during the Holocaust. Years later, a chance encounter led to love.

Holocaust Survivors Share Stories Of Terror As Young Children And The Lengths To Survive

Massachusetts Holocaust Survivor Shares Her Story Of Survival

"Things Changed Overnight For Us:" RI Holocaust survivor explains the troubling truth of the past | ABC6

How A Boy Survived the Holocaust and Became A US Special Forces Icon

This Holocaust Survivor Has a Message for Anti-Vaxxers

Jan. 27 now known as "Eva Education Day"

Edited out of history: the Jewish women who fought the Nazis

"We cannot let it happen again": Holocaust survivor shares her story with students to help keep history alive

'I Preach Hope Not Hate' - Holocaust Survivor Shares His Story As Antisemitism Rises

Holocaust survivor Ruth Steinfeld on finding forgiveness and the courage to tell her story | Houston Public Media

Holocaust survivor provides thousands of copies of her books to kids across US

Relative Of Holocaust Survivors Tells Their Stories For Remembrance Day

Holocaust survivors help viewers experience the camps firsthand, via virtual reality

"It Is Burning": A Reminder Of Our Past And Present
Americans are believing a Big Lie. This “hidden child” of World War II is alarmed
Holocaust denial and distortion: Which is a greater threat?
Opinion | The New Wave of Holocaust Revisionism
The Back Road: The Power Of Remembrance And The Genocide Of Memory
Editorial: Other View On The Holocaust: Let The Truth Be Told
On International Holocaust Remembrance Day, revisit NPR's stories from survivors
Holocaust Survivors Are Part Of Arizona's Genetic Make-Up
Discovering the Holocaust: A Shattering Lesson Learned by a Young Girl
Descendants of Holocaust survivors make an impact at State Department
Teach the Holocaust to young Americans. Otherwise, it’s almost “like a fairytale”
All that went wrong for this International Holocaust Remembrance Day
A family helped a Holocaust survivor escape death. Then they became his real family
These readers survived the Holocaust. This is what worries them about America today
Woman returns heart-wrenching Holocaust letter to family 75 years later: 'My pain is unspeakably big'
The only known 2nd-generation Holocaust survivor in US sports leaves an NBA legacy
There was a secret ingredient in my grandmother's borscht. It was called survival.
A Nazi officer’s housekeeper hid 12 Jews in the basement. All of them made it out alive.
‘Devil’s Arithmetic’ author wins Sydney Taylor Book Award for lifetime achievement in Jewish children’s literature
New Partnership with USC Shoah Foundation launches the Holocaust Documentation & Education Center onto global stage
South Florida Holocaust museum will now be seen around world
Unfolding history: VCU students contribute to massive Holocaust research project
An Ohio university’s Holocaust Studies center is in jeopardy. These people are rallying to save it.
Ohio university’s Holocaust Studies center in jeopardy
Letter from Holocaust survivor found from flea market vendor decades later
'Book Smugglers' Exhibit' - And One Town's Quest To Save Art
Brief / Amazon denounced for selling, streaming original Nazi-propaganda films
Simon Wiesenthal Center calls on Amazon to remove Nazi films
Amazon removes Nazi propaganda movies from its platforms following protest
Dear Amazon: Nazis are bad
Brief / Texas governor names five appointees to new Holocaust, genocide and anti-Semitism commission
Thank G-d for the unanswered prayers

Weekly Moment With The Rebbe

‘Art in the Holocaust’ on display at CANDLES Museum

Art exhibit explores the life of a Holocaust survivor

Dancer Rachel Linsky Creates Series of Holocaust-Inspired Performances

Is ‘Bambi’ about Jewish persecution, Zionism or something else?

Graphic Novel Rescues Part of Holocaust History From Oblivion

Tennessee school board removes ‘Maus,’ iconic Holocaust novel, from its curriculum

School Board Bans Pulitzer-Prize-Winning Graphic Novel About the Holocaust

Tennessee School Board Bans Holocaust Graphic Novel ‘Maus’ Over ‘Vulgar’ Words, Themes

Holocaust Novel 'Maus' Banned In Tennessee School District

'Maus,' about Holocaust survivors, removed from Tennessee curriculum

A Tennessee school board removed the graphic novel 'Maus,' about the Holocaust, from curriculum due to language and nudity concerns

This Tennessee school board banned the teaching of a popular Holocaust graphic novel

See author's reaction after school board bans his Holocaust book

Art Spiegelman Calls School Board Banning ‘Maus’ ‘Daffily Myopic’

‘Maus’ Author Rips ‘Orwellian’ Vote By School Board To Remove Graphic Novel Depicting Holocaust Atrocities

Author Art Spiegelman decries school ban of his novel 'Maus' and Holocaust books

Tennessee school board removes graphic novel ‘Maus,’ author calls it ‘Orwellian’

Knoxville comic book store giving students free copies of Maus, award-winning Holocaust book

The great ‘Maus’ giveaway is on as bookstores, professors and churches counter Tennessee school board’s ban

Maus sales surge after Tennessee school district bans the Holocaust graphic novel

The real reason some people are so afraid of ‘Maus’

Banning Maus, a Holocaust Graphic Novel, from Schools Is a Mistake

A Lesson of the Holocaust: One Person Can Make All the Difference

New exhibit in Hawaii explores America’s actions and attitudes during the Holocaust

Holocaust Remembrance: KC Survivor Lends Mother's Scarf And Family Story To Union Station Exhibit

Georgia Southern’s Henderson Library selected to host ‘Americans and the Holocaust’ traveling exhibit | Newsroom

Holocaust Survivors Bring History to Life in ‘Revolutionary’ Virtual Reality Exhibit

Duquesne University Marks Holocaust Remembrance Day With Powerful Exhibit
Paper Clips And Lives Lost: Remembering The Holocaust
Daughter of Holocaust survivors finds lost history of family survival
How Germans Reconciled Themselves to Defeat After World War II
The American Couple who Risked Everything to Help Holocaust Refugees
A Holocaust Survivor's Hardboiled Science Fiction
A Memoir of a Yong Girl’s Survival Amid Mounting Horrors
This New Year, Take A Cue From The Kind Hearts Among Us
Video: Hitler Saw Our Skills and Used Them to Destroy
Becoming an ordinary American in the shadow of the Holocaust
New Virtual Reality Experience Keeps Survivors Alive, Builds Empathy
Interview Your Family Members
Palm Beach County teachers invited for intensive seminar on the Holocaust
‘The Holocaust: Learn & Remember’ series kicks off in San Antonio
Yom Hashoah Committee Calls For Holocaust Related Student Contests
Pueblo St. John Neumann Catholic School remembers Holocaust with cross-curricular project
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Ella Blumenthal 'I Am Here' Documentary Trailer Debuts
How a Yiddish song appeared on a 1967 pop album
Art Forward: The Holocaust Through Their Eyes
The Lighter Side featuring Lory Cooper, tour manager at St. Louis Kaplan Feldman Holocaust Museum - St. Louis Jewish Light
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Local Survivors Share Stories on New Educational Website | University of Denver
'Miracles Do Happen; Somehow God Saved Us:' A Colorado Woman Shares Her Story Of Surviving The Holocaust
Holocaust Remembrance Day: State Attorney General Phil Weiser Tells Family History In Concentration Camps
Former Colorado Springs teacher's 'Paperclip Campaign' remembers the Holocaust
In El Paso, a Holocaust Museum and a “Rebirth” of Faith
Governor visits Bozeman synagogue to mark International Holocaust Remembrance Day
Seattle Jewish Federation Outraged After ‘Inadequate’ Response to Police Official Who Displayed Nazi Insignia
'Americans And The Holocaust' Traveling Exhibition At UH West O'ahu
Writer Ann Goldstein on “Always Remember Your Name”
'RUTH: Remember Us The Holocaust' exhibit documents South Bay's Holocaust survivors - UCI Judaic scholar discusses upcoming Holocaust exhibition
NYC ‘detective’ returns haunting Holocaust letter 75 years later to family
Mitch Albom: 'Bernie's Mom' survived the worst, proving the resilience of the Jewish Soul
Why Spielberg Refused to take a Salary for Schindler’s List
Was Humphrey Bogart playing a famous Jewish gangster in this overlooked movie?
Julianna Margulies To Host International Holocaust Remembrance Day Specials For CBS & MTV
'My Best Friend Anne Frank' Coming to Netflix in February 2022
Netflix’s ‘Camp Confidential’ tells the story of Nazis housed in an American compound — and the Jews who looked after them
Youngstown Holocaust art, writing contest entry deadline April 1
Vermont teens organize community event for International Holocaust Remembrance Day
Vermont students focus on educating community about Holocaust
Bill looks at status of Holocaust education in Vt. schools
School board members visit Gravette High School
Right Said Fred statement says duo ‘got it wrong’ with neo-Nazi livestream
Local Days of Remembrance essay contest takes on challenging topic of Holocaust
Rioter Who Wore 'Camp Auschwitz' Sweatshirt Pleads Guilty
‘Hitler Should Have Killed You All’: Woman Arrested After Hurling Threats, Spitting at Brooklyn Jewish Children
Father of kids harassed in Brooklyn says suspect yelled, ‘Hitler should have killed you’
NYPD arrests woman who told Jewish siblings: ‘Hitler should have killed you all’
Washington, DC Jewish Community ‘Disturbed’ After Union Station Plastered With Swastika Graffiti
Swastikas found on DC’s Union Station after International Holocaust Remembrance Day
Suspect Arrested in Swastika Vandalism of DC’s Union Station
‘Sex and the City’ Reboot Accused of ‘Bad Taste’ for Holocaust ‘Hoax’ Joke on Remembrance Day
‘And Just Like That,’ a beleaguered series makes fans even angrier with a Holocaust joke

Vatican
Pope: ‘Never repeat unspeakable cruelty of Holocaust’ - Vatican News
Holocaust Remembrance Day: 'Dialogue creates connection and understanding' - Vatican News

............................................
PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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